Fabrication of polyion complex vesicles with enhanced salt and temperature resistance and their potential applications as enzymatic nanoreactors.
Integrating catalytic functions into polymeric vesicles through enzyme entrapment is appealing for bioreactor fabrication, yet there are critical issues regarding the regulation of solute transport through membranes and enzyme loading without denaturation. Polyion complex vesicles (PICsomes) with semipermeable membranes and the propensity to form in water can overcome these issues; however, cross-linking is required for sufficient physiological stability. Herein, we report the first successful fabrication of non-cross-linked PICsomes with sufficient stability at physiological salinity and temperature by tuning the hydrophobicity of the aliphatic side chains in the pendant group of the constituent polyelectrolytes. Dynamic light scattering and transmission electron microscopy revealed that the intervesicular fusion and disintegration of the PICsomes was prevented and a narrow distribution was maintained at physiological salinity and temperatures. Furthermore, their application as enzymatic nanoreactors was verified even in the presence of proteases. As such, the potential utility of the PICsomes in biomedical fields was established.